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his eyes closed; and an expression of impenetrable serenity
came into his face.
"It's D.'s mother/5 thought Wizzie. "And how like D.! yes,
they're both the same! Their life, their women, their work,
their love—all nothing to them unless far away, far off in the
past. I declare, it makes me want to live with old Claudius! He
knows what women are. He knows it's the present we've got to
have—or turn into shrews like Jenny, or softies like Nance!"
It was several hours after this, having left Enoch asleep on
his sofa and Nance asleep in Enoch's chair, that Wizzie herself
lay ujiconscious by Thuella's side. Perhaps the one point—save
their love, for Lovie—where Wizzie and D, were completely
agreed was their loathing and contempt for dreams.
Instead of "Good night and sweet dreams!" the most ami-
able wave of the hand that these two queer ones ever gave each
other before they slept was, "Sleep well—and don't dream!"
But the secret of that great underworld sea, into the bosom
of which, at that hour, after the tumult, so many human con-
sciousnesses, from Portland Bill to Stonehenge, had sunk, was
independent of the demon-shoals of dreams that troubled it. It
was an element sui generis^ an unfathomable dimension pecu-
liar to itself, the everlasting other side of the turmoil of life, a
state of being that resembled death in one of its aspects and life
in another; and was indeed life with something removed, and
death with something added. And though independent of those
troublesome shoals of demon-fish that dart through it, wretched
intruders, phantom half-lives, chaotic eidola from the muddy
inland streams of consciousness, this great undersea takes many
shifting lights, many variations of density and volume, from
the accidents of time and place and neighbourhood. To a girl
asleep by a man those mysterious waters are not the same in
their lulling flow as to a child asleep by its parent. A woman
asleep by another woman draws from this mysterious sea ebb-
ings and flowings of magnetic currents different altogether
from those that reach her when she lies by a man.
The same unfathomable redemption lulls and soothes her,
but the mystic chemistry of that sublunary immersion, that
baptism in the flow of this life-death, has its owa peculiar qual-
ity, a quality as different from the other as the nearness aact
neighbourhood of a man is different from the nearness and
neighbourhood of a woman.

